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1.

Executive Summary
1.1.

Document Purpose

To conduct due diligence on Flinja and determine the potential for a relationship with
Northeastern University New Ventures. This dynamic document contains a highlevel overview
of Flinja; stream of consciousness thoughts and recommendations regarding a potential future
relationship between Flinja and Learnx based on user feedback, personal product use, and
online research. In addition, there is an appendix with exhibits containing: product user, project
employer, and Flinja’s feedback; and detailed product feature breakdowns from both student
and employer perspectives.
1.2.

HighLevel Overview: Flinja

Problem:
53% of recent college grads are finding themselves under or unemployed, yet there
are millions of jobs left unfilled. Flinja solves this by providing a platform where students can
gain skills and build relevant work experience completing projects while in school. It allows
startups and large companies alike to quickly test out the talent of tomorrow at a fraction of the
cost.
Solution:
Flinja is the Uber for Work. Initially targeting the college demographic, Flinja has a
marketplace of over 100,000 students and alumni who have been vetted by school and area of
expertise. Businesses come to Flinja to hyper target students to hire for a variety of projects.
Flinja matches real time demand with real time supply.
Concept:
Flinja is a peertopeer project jobs marketplace for University students and alumni.
They are calling themselves the Uber of Work. On Flinja, both students and alumni can post a
service, write and read reviews on each other, and create a work profile for the world to see.
(Known) Customers
: Kaplan, Udemy, Flightcar, yelp, xerox
Competition
(click hyperlink to compare): ODesk, Linkedin, Internmatch, and Craigslist.
Fundraising
: 1.2M from 8 investors: Techstars, Kaplan, and CEO of Thrive
Media:
VentureBeat

,
TechCrunch
, Gigaom, 
CNN Money
Awards:
Flinja has won several accolades including Best Social Product at Demo Fall 2012, Top
5 Startups to Watch by GigaOm, LeWeb Paris 2013 Top 3 Finalist, and was recently a SXSW
Edu 2013 Finalist.

Customer Profile

Team

[Note: The Flinja team has experience working at startups, such as PayPal, Google, eBay,
Cisco.]

Amount Fundraised

Investors

2.

Flinja’s Marketplace, Thoughts, and Recommendations
2.1.

Overview 
Flinja is a job board. They would like to be the Uber for college
students, but this is a broad blanket statement with no coinage or true
validationit is seemingly a statement used to gain traction more quickly. They
are creating a marketplace between employers and college students and
graduates. Early adopters spread the word. The customer acquisition process is
unclear, for someone on their team is reposting the projects from other sites or
poaching customers from Craigslist. Many of the projects are coming from the
New Jersey Soho area; the next area is Florida. Most all project jobs are
seemingly remote, but many jobs require some level of inperson interaction (i.e.
nursing, construction). Flinja’s platform posts both project (parttime) and fulltime
employment opportunities (see example below). The projects posted by project
employers are typically business, tech, or writing skills. [Note: Legal is listed as a
skill, but there is not a single project listed for recruiting or legal experience.]

2.1.1.

Flinja’s value propositioncollege recruiting for both universities and
customersis unclear. For example, Flinja is advertising parttime projects
and fulltime employment opportunities. They are trying to go after
Universities with robust alumni networks, but are charging employers, not
students; they have said they are the Uber of college recruiting, but
TechCrunch
dubbed them the Airbnb of college recruiting; and the
employer recruitment strategy practices are questionable based on user
feedback (see section with user feedback). Flinja partnered with
Universities (Stanford, USC, and UCLA) but there is no defined benefit.
Essentially, they have not answered the question(s): Is this the best way
for employers to recruit college students for parttime or fulltime
employment? Are students better equipped to gain employment by using
this platform versus their peers who do not?

2.1.2.

Recommendation:
Learnx, in my opinion, is creating projectbased
employment projects, and companies like ODesk have shown that a
marketplace exist. In addition, they are advertising fulltime employment
opportunities. Craigslist showed a market exist for the latter. Unless Flinja
has pivoted to become an exclusive job board, I would recommend
partnering with them to embed learn Learnx into their platform.

2.2.

College students are the potential target market. 
According to the National
Education Center for Statistics: “In fall 2014, some 21.0 million students are
expected to attend American colleges and universities, constituting an increase
of about 5.7 million since fall 2000 (source).” Imagine: charging a small small fee
of 5 dollars to students for a packaged deal. A combination of Flinja’s job board
and modules with credentialed learning would decrease individual reference time.
However, nuEX let’s Flinja focus on building the employer marketplace, and, in
turn, they trust nuEX to validate credentials and focus on student recruitment.
2.2.1.
Flinjas are college students. When signing up, you have to put add
college degree. Downside is someone could just make it up, but the
employer can do reference checks, which takes times.
2.2.2.
Flinja’s sell to students should be: “This is an exclusive marketplace for
you of good jobs, which is why I would have students register with .edu
email addresses, like in the old Facebook days.” This would substitute
just adding a degree for validation. Flinja required .edu emails when they
first started, but pivoted to add degree. Why? Unknown.
2.2.3.
Recommendation:
Flinja does not charge students to use their site, but, in
my opinion, I believe they would have more active users by charging
student product users. If we were to license Learnx, we could say that
students pay us a fixed percentage of their student transactions and
secure a minimal licensing fee for Learnx. Flinja is focused on making
money off of employers, not students. Therefore, I would recommend
partnering with Flinja and focusing on the studentside of the marketplace.

2.3.

Employers are the potential target market. 
According to an article in the
January 2014 CNN Money 
article
, “[Flinja] makes a commission on all completed
jobs, with employers paying a 15% premium on top of the hourly rate that a
student charges for their work. Young said Flinja was making a profit and had
generated over $1 million in gross transaction revenue since launch.” However,
they pivoted to a tiered membership model fee structure.
2.3.1.
Flinja’s sell to employers should be: “The candidates on our platform a
re
college educated. Our platform is a rich pipeline for talent acquisition. Our
value add is you spend less time vetting potential college hires.” The h
ow
employers can spend less time vetting candidates is not answered though
or solved.
2.3.2.
Recommendations: L
earning modules would allow them to validate skill
learning and have a significantly better sell to employers. Flinja also
needs to answer h
ow 
they are going to improve the employer vetting
process, unless they have pivoted to becoming just a job board now,
instead of a college recruitment platform for employers and students.
[Note: It seems like they have pivoted.] Therefore, I recommend
partnering with Flinja to integrate Learnx; plus, they have also learned a
ton.

Thoughts on Marketplace: 
Creating a twosided marketplace is hard, especially
when targeting students and employers. Flinja and Learnx is going after two
different types of customers (students and employers). In my opinion, the purity
of Flinja’s product and marketplace has been polluted due their employment
recruitment strategies and seemingly poor job maintaining the marketplace for
both customers (students and employers). The aforementioned may be the
reason why they seemingly pivoted and changed their value proposition and
business model.
2.5.
Question(s): Should we invest, license, or hire their developers?
Investing,
licensing, or hiring are all options, but I think we should partner to go after both
sides of the marketplace, especially because of their founding team’s cache.
Flinja is seemingly doing a very poor job of going after a twosided market; as a
result, they decided to focus on employers. In my opinion, I believe it would be in
our best interest to partner with Flinja by integrating our product theirs, or
licensing a personalized version of their product, or hiring their developers to
build a personalized job board that integrates Learnx.
2.5.1.
Investing in Flinja If we're looking to invest in the platform, I adamantly
argue against it, unless they explain in closed door meetings their value
proposition (fulltime or project work, job board or college recruitment
site), target market and future plans. Again, I believe they are doing a
poor job at managing a twosided market of students and employers. It is
easy to drive revenue by telling a Craigslist employer that you have a pool
of talent made of college students because of their brand. If however they
are doing the aforementioned, I would find out how many active college
users are on their platform. Even so, the question that arises once again:
Is this the best way to recruit college students? It depends on a number of
variables in which we do not have answers.
2.5.2.
License

In my opinion: If we are looking for a job board and/or
personalized platform to post projects and create relationships between
the project employers and students, I believe that licensing their job board
would serve a significant purpose for us. However, we must control the
brand of our job board, unless we decide to do niche things within the
marketplace. Otherwise, we sacrifice Northeastern University’s brandin
particular, Learnx’s (future) brand.
2.5.3.
Hire Flinja’s Developers

If we need developers, contracting Flinja’s
developers seems like a viable option. However, I am not sure this is an
option in the near future. If we require platform maintenance, contracting
would only serve to be temporary in the shortterm anyways.
2.4.

2.6.

Overall Recommendation(s): 
Sell directly to them via a licensing deal, or
partner outright on creating a packaged deal in which each party focused on one
side of the market.

2.6.1.

2.6.2.

If Flinja has yet to pivot, they may become direct competition; then it
becomes a game of who has the better relationships. Therefore, I would
recommend: 1. partnering early on with Flinja and creating a packaged
deal with a LearnxFlinja integration, or competing with them outright to
develop both a job board and modules, as we are not aware of their
strategic and future plans. In my opinion, Flinja should license Learnx, but
I am not sure they want to redefine their value proposition to include our
product. A direct sell to them on integrating our technology into their
platform might prove to be a great tactic in money making. After validating
a potential product integration, we could look to integrate with other
learning platforms working to validate student learning.
In my opinion,
I would not partner nor license until we find out how they

acquire customers, specifically employers. Questions: How do you recruit
employers? And, does the employer always post their project, or do you
have customer service agents reaching out to the employers.

3.

Appendix  
In conducting due diligence, it was important to hear directly from Flinjas
(students) and project employers. Per reading this MSN article, 
Startup taps student
demand for paid work
, I found that Sherise Alexis (Udemy’s Flinja Student), Trevor
Metoxen (Flinja’s product strategist), and Kasia Mikoluk (Udemy Project Employer)
would be great people to reach out to. However, I was unsure whether or not their
opinions would be biased due to relationships held with Flinja’s employees and
founders. Therefore, I searched through the platform and reached out to a few students /
Flinjas. In addition, I registered as a Flinja, and registered my nonprofit (Foster Skills) as
a project employer, so I used this hat and reached out to Trevor as a project employer to
gain some more insights. Below are the responses received from conducting a
psuedobuyer’s persona.
3.1.

Exhibit 1  User Feedback from Students

Personal anecdote: As a “student” productuser, I thought the process to signup was fairly
straightforward. I had to add my degree; then I had the option to sort projects by posting date;
search for a dollar amount, or search for jobs based on a self proclaimed skill domain expertise.
I could search for any and all jobs in numerous niche areas and apply to any and every project; I
did not need to verify a certain skill set. If you don’t enter the hourly price you’d like to make, the
default amount is $15/hour. Some users may sign up to do project work, but others sign up to
check out job prospects. For example, see Joey’s LinkedIn response below. Moreover, some
employers posted salaried jobs, not just projectbased jobs.
Hi Marquis,
I actually signed up in home of getting a job for Flinja in Sales/Marketing. Was not really looking
to use the site, just looking around.
Joey
On 11/5/14 8:11 PM, Marquis C. wrote:

Hi Joey,
Before signing up for the Flinja platform, I wanted to talk to users. Have you done one of the
projects already? If so, I would love to talk with you about your experiences.
Regards,
Marquis
Overall: The problem with having both parttime and fulltime employment becomes evident
because a student user is left undirected.

3.2.

Exhibit 2  User Feedback Project Employers

Employers:
The projects users I spoke with had a few common themes: did not recruit a
platform user, were recruited from Craigslist, and were unaware of their involvement with the
platform. The project employers in this exhibit are not a representative sample of all product
users.
Healthcare Talks  Steve Cox  S
teve posted a social media job to Rutgers, King College,
Montclair. He was looking for someone who had empathy and held a writing degree . After a
recommendation from a friend, Steve signed up to use Flinja. He said, “It was $38 bucks and
low risk.” Steve has been on the platform for about two months. He has had a couple of bites
but nothing substantial. Steve believes: Flinja validates that student product users have a
college degree, but he would more than likely conduct backend reference checks. He wished
he had known how many active student product users were on the platform.
Gap Medic  Joe  
Joe posted a job ad on Craigslist. SomeoneJoe is unsure if it was a Flinja
employee or promoterreached out to him via emailed based on his Craigslist ad. Said person
told him to post the same job on Flinja to increase his pool of candidates. Thereafter, he
registered for Flinja. He signed up unaware of the monthly payment structure and continued to
pay even after his position was filled. He emailed support a few times to clear up the issue. A
Flinja employee agreed to help, but Joe was not helped. In the end, he did not get any bites
from the site and was not happy. He said, “I will never use this service again,” and he hung up
immediately.
Transitional Wisdom Inc. (Owner  9494850565
)  This woman had no clue that she even
signed up for Flinja, or anything. Company owner had no idea what Flinja was and how her
information got into their system.
Renatus
 (Recruitment  Email:
CustomerService@MyRenatus.com
Phone: 8017017337)
The guy I spoke with in recruitment said that Independent Marketers signed his company up for
Flinja; he didn't sign his company up to use the platform. They just paid the independent
marketers/ recruiters to do work for them.
eEleoscc Community Care

(Nathan ext. 1015)  The platform reports that PRN Pediatric Home
Health Nurses completed 4 projects on the site, but there are no reviews. Nathan  Eleoscc’s
recruitment manager  was unfamiliar with Flinja. He said, “I signed up for Indeed; I posted on
PT and OT and ST job sites. However, I did not register for Flinja. No one on my team
registered.” Nathan must have removed his account because, after our conversation, they are
no longer on the site.
Called and emailed but received no answers:
Rapid Screening Health
,
DotComMedia
 (
edmond@kelownanow.com
), 
DynaStaff
 (Recruit
Mngr: Jeff Katz; 6305729976 x635 jeffk@dynastaff.com)

3.3.

Exhibit 3  User Feedback from Flinja Employee Trevor Metoxen

Question(s):
1. How many active student Flinjas are there on the platform? In that segment of active users, what is the
most common skill set (tech, business, writing, etc.)?
2. Beyond the original sign up, where it says add my degree to become a student Flinja, does Flinja do
anything to vet the student? Or, must the project employer do reference checks when the student Flinja
applies? The latter could be time consuming...
To be more direct: Does Flinja validate skill expertise in a domain area (i.e. tech)? Or, must the project
employer take a risk and rely on future reviews?
3. How does the review system work on the backend? I was trying to find a review, but did not find one. If
you have an example of a review, could you send me one (i.e. a screen shot)?
4. Can the project employer individualize their own job board/marketplace? Or, can a project employer
restrict job post viewings/ applications to people with desired skill sets, so as to avoid any static?
5. To this end, I learned more about Flinja from someone emailing me after I posted a job description on
Craigslist. Is this the norm? Should I expect more emails from Flinja reps when posting on Craigslist, even
after becoming a customer/ project employer?

From: Trevor Metoxen <trevormetoxen@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Nov 16, 2014 at 8:22 PM
Subject: Re: Questions re: Flinja from Marquis
To: Marquis Cabrera <
mcabrera@fosterskills.org
>
Hi Marquis,
We have well over 10,000 active Flinjas on the platform. The majority of the people that get hired
are in design, development, and writing. We do not currently vet the students individually. We
encourage you to reach out to the Flinjas you're interested in and discussing their abilities. You
may also consider hiring them short term to try them out and then if they fit your needs, continue
to work with them. We're working on a skill verification system, but do not have one in place at
this point. We had a site migration recently and some of the reviews did not make it to the new
site unfortunately. They are simply a star rating and a short statement if the user chooses to
leave one. Much like you would find on Yelp. You can set your job post to be targeted at a
specific subgroup of users (with certain skills, degree levels, etc.). It's possible that you would
continue to receive messages from Flinja via posts on Craigslist. We can't always identify our
users due to privacy restrictions on Craigslist. I'm not intimately familiar with how our marketing
people identify users to contact, but that's my understanding of it.
Hope this helps!
Trevor

3.4.

Exhibit 4  DetailedOverview of Flinja’s product/ technology
3.4.1.
I want to find work through Flinja  HomePage
3.4.1.1.
Signup

You can access Flinja through LinkedIn, or Facebook. If you sign in through facebook or
linkedin, you skip the below above forms.

3.4.1.2.
Login
After you login with LinkedIn or Facebook, you are sent to this screen, which is the landing
page of the student’s profile:

[Note: What is odd is that workers/ students can search for other students when they signup.
Projects do not pop up to begin with, which again was unexpected.]

3.4.1.3.

Feature Breakdown

Default skills:
10 Key
10 Key 10720 KPH
120 WPM
13C NMR
1H NHR
21 CFR
21CFR Part 11
270 CPM;
2D And 3D CAD Modeling
2D Animations
Above are the skills listed off the bat, but you could also
enter your own skills, which are then populated based
on the backend database.
For example, type in business and the following come
up:
BusinessAccountingMarketingFashionIndustry
BusinessAcquisition
BusinessAdministration
BusinessAdministrationAndManagement
BusinessAdministrationITManagement
For example, type in legal and the following comes up:
Legal
LegalAdvice
LegalAspectsofHRM
LegalAssistance
LegalAssistant
LegalAssistant,AdministrativeAssistant
LegalAssistant,OfficeAssistant,Children’sWelf
LegalAssistant;OfficeAssistant;Paralegal;Etc.
LegalIssues
Legal MalPractice
LegalOpinions

Type  Workers

Type  Projects

Type  Companies

Sort  Created By

Sort by Name

Sort by Grad Year

Note: This sort by tool is a bit odd in functionality, for it pertains to workers. However, some
workers have created projects. Another faulty example is: When sorted by grad year, projects
pop up with titles. Flinja would need to fix this on the frontend to make the UI more userfriendly.
3.4.1.4.
4.

Profile and Edit Profile

[Note: This tool is pretty self explanatory.]
●

Projects

When a user clicks on ‘Projects’, ‘Workers’ and ‘Companies’, they are immediate project back to
the landing pages, which are displayed above in the sort by section.
When a user clicks on ‘Your Saved Projects’, there exist two options: “No projects are saved,” or
they are pointed to a saved project (see example below).

In order to save a project, a user must manually click save on the project, but that does not
mean they applied for said project.
● Followers
When a user clicks ‘Followers’, they are able to see the people they have followed. Workers
have the ability to follow other workers. The CEO and Founder at Flinja is automatically follows

all workers (see example below).

● Following
After signing up,  when a user visits their following  a user does not have a following. They can
follow another userat which point, they have a following. For example, I followed Victor Young.
There is no distinction in what I can see re: Victor Young in the followers versus following
section, or even when someone is not follower or part of the following. The same attributes that
appear in the marketplace re: a user are the same in the following and follower sections.

●

Forums

In the ‘Forums’ section, a user is
immediately brought to the
community posts.
 Users have the option to post a
topic by going clicking ‘MyFeed’.
In addition, they can search
through as well.



The forum is broken down by channels, which are immediately to the right. The forums are not
necessarily helpful for students looking for advice on platform use or for jobs, because
companies are not posting in this section and folks are bickering. It is important to note though:
A user posted that Flinja should partner/ team up with Universities (see Forbes article, h
ere
).
Also, recruitment has one job posted and some users have posted employment tips and
advice.

Edit Profile

●

Profile 
 Atop the page are followers,
following, 100% Response
Rate (clicked this twice, but
didn’t send me to a link of
some sort or have a scroll over
explanation feature).
 The $15/ hour per project is
standard. I didn’t identify a
payrate, so it was identified by
itself.
 The profile make up details:
Location, Skills (that were
pulled from LinkedIn), Social
Media (links), About User (this
is pulled from the LinkedIn),
Education, and Work
Experience (all positions from
LinkedIn listed) were
aggregated.

Edit Profile  In the edit section

4.1.1.1.

Bank Info

4.1.2.
I want to hire through Flinja.
4.1.2.1.
Signup

4.1.2.2.

Profile

The only difference in this tool from the student tool is that
companies tab, which allows project employers to seemingly
follower other companies and seemingly contract them (note: this
evidenced by the search bar to the left in the last photo.
The platform is more geared towards employers, especially
because the search tool is tailored more for the employer. The
search tool is the same for both employers and (student) workers.

4.1.2.3.

Select Plan

4.1.2.4.

Potential Employers

When clicking New Project or Edit Plan/Payment
Info in the profile section, you’re directed towards
the enter your credit card information form.
A potential project employer cannot post a project
until they pay a membership fee. Therefore, a
project employer is only a potential project
employer until they make a payment.

